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4 Signs Your IT Consultant is Overselling You
Technology Solutions!
Any mother will tell you, keeping children in the
right size clothing and on the right path is quite a
chore. A growing business is very similar. Your
IT solutions must be economical and scalable for
your company’s next phase of growth.

If you have reservations, PAUSE! If you see

IT consultants’ can be a bit overzealous.

1. Yes, yes, yes! If you hear a slue of “yes”

Of course, that is just the nature of the industry.
We love new technology. Our passion shouldn’t
dictate your IT solutions. The truth is, your business is your baby, you know what’s best, and
your intimate knowledge is the key to properly
managing every aspect to maximize growth and
profits.

Your needs should always come first.
Don’t settle for an IT consultant that puts some
other priority ahead of crafting a solution to fit
your specific business needs. There is no cookie
cutter mold that your company could fit into
snuggly for the long haul. Ask yourself, “Is this
solution the simplest way to meet our needs?”

any signs of these common IT consultant overselling trends, don’t be afraid to put on the brakes.
The end result may be a costly investment your
company doesn’t need.
answers and no explanations or alternatives,
ask more questions. Your IT consultant may
be a bit too competitive. Don’t just ask if they
know specific technology or methodologies,
see if they recommend solutions to fit your
processes better. Otherwise, you may be
sucked in by a provider that is overselling
their abilities. Saying “yes” could mean they
know how to Google and will figure out how
to fix anything you want addressed. They
may not be truly ready for your company’s
needs.

2. False expectation fluff. Look
(Continued on page 2)
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Being A Mom
Being a mother takes an
extra special heart.
Before becoming a
mother, most women
have never been puked
on, pooped on, spit on,
chewed on, punched,
scratched, or peed on
without at least a police
report, sometimes a
restraining order.
On the other hand,
they’ve never known
the warmth, joy, love,
heartache, wonderment
and satisfaction of
being a mother either.

Technically,
Not a Mother
Mother’s Day, which is
now most commonly
celebrated throughout
the world on the second
Sunday in May, dates
back thousands of
years. Where did this
celebratory holiday
come from?

Remember your
Greek mythology.
Rhea, wife of Cronus
and the mother of many
deities, is among the
first celebrated mothers.
Also, the ancient Romans celebrated Hilaria,
a spring festival dedicated to the mother
Goddess, Cybele.

“Mothering Sunday”
was originated in England to celebrate the
mother church, however
later expanded to celebrate motherhood in
general. After World
War II, returning servicemen brought new
life to the custom of
celebrating motherhood
through commercialization, showering mothers
with gifts.

Julia Ward Howe
was the first accredited
with presenting the idea
of an official Mother’s
Day holiday. She is the
writer of the Mother’s
Day Proclamation
(1870) and initiated
(Continued on page 3)
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4 Signs Your IT Consultant is Overselling...
(Continued from page 1)

for structure. A good IT consultant
knows their limitations. They can
generally give you a rough estimate
of the time they need for a given issue. Time management is a huge issue for all IT consultants. We always
want to fit in every project our clients
bring to us. However, the reality is,
sometimes things are just hectic.
Your needs have to be met no matter
what type of workload your IT consultant is facing. Don’t be afraid to
ask for a timeline and follow-up. A
good IT consultant should be upfront
with you 100% of the time.

3. Trendy technology tyrants.
The only people really excited about
the newest technology releases are
geeks! Often times, new technology
is the most risky solution because it
hasn’t been tested for your specific
needs. Your IT consultant just thinks
it is the cream of the crop because it
is new and improved, so that is what
you’re sold. It is honestly better to
start with a tested product, software

program or piece of hardware that has
been on the market for a while. At
least you know what you’re buying
can be implemented and you won’t
feel like a test dummy.

4. “Bigger is always better” beliefs.
Many consultants are tempted to implement solutions that are far beyond
what is actually needed. Always look
for scalable solutions that are practical for your company’s needs now
and will grow with you as your organization expands. If you feel like
you are investing in too much, slow
your IT consultant down and reevaluate the end-result. Ask yourself,
“What problems will this solution
resolve?”

Innovation is good if it is done right.
There is such a thing as bad implementation and in IT, it means you could lose a
lot of money. Technology innovation
simply put, is leveraging technology to
make a change that is advantageous for
your business. Don’t let your dreams, or
those of your IT consultant, interfere with
what your business actually needs.

Daily Tech
Etiquette
Don’t you love that person who always checks
their cell phone during
meetings or conversations?

Usually, it goes something like this... They
put their phone down on
the table for a moment as
they speak just so they
appear to be engaged.
When you respond, they
quickly pick up their
phone and ignore you.
The truth is, this type of
behavior is becoming
more and more common,
but is considered extremely disrespectful.

Nothing disturbs a
meeting like the jingling sound of an annoying ringtone. Here
are a few quick tips to
stay engaged:
1.

Turn off your ringer
before meetings or
during extended conversations.

2.

Let go! Don’t be
afraid to let calls go
to voice-mail.

3.

If a critical call
comes in during a
meeting or gathering,
excuse yourself politely and leave the
room to take the call.

4.

If you’re waiting for
correspondence and
you’re entering a
conversation that may
be interrupted, let the
person know what
you’re working on up
front, no surprises.

Overzealous, overpromising, overselling IT consultants can hurt.
If you would like a second opinion, give
us a call. We will come on-site and assess
your network to verify your have all the
best software and equipment to fit your
company’s immediate needs and future
goals.

Solutions Unlimited, LLC
864.599.8678
Marvelous May Network Audit
47-point full system check of all the
technology you use for your business.
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Technically,
Not a Mother...
(Continued from page 1)

Mother’s Peace Day in
Boston.

Anna Jarvis took the
reigns. In the early
1900’s, Anna Jarvis followed in Julia’s footsteps.
She is the recognized
founder of Mother’s Day
here in the U.S. known as
the “Mother of Mother’s
Day.” The interesting fact
about Anna is that she
never married and never
had children. Technically
she was never a mother in
the traditional manner.

Anna Jarvis, not even
a mother herself, lobbied for an official declaration of Mother’s Day as
a holiday. Her efforts paid
off. In 1914, President
Woodrow Wilson signed
the Resolution declaring
the second Sunday in May
as Mother’s Day.

Mother’s Day is coming soon! Don’t miss a
chance Sunday, May 11th
to let your mother know
how you feel. Surprise her
with a traditional card and
bouquet of flowers or a
little something extra.
Whether the special mother in your life enjoys a
day relaxing at home,
walking in the park, or a
dinner out, there are
many ways you can be a
part of making her day
special.

Happy Mother’s
Day!
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Finding the Fax Facts; Services to Fit Your Needs
Do you remember the original fax
machine? Faxes are not what they
used to be, they’re better!
Internet faxing saves volumes of paper each year
and can be much more
secure than the old stand
alone fax machines.

A fitting fax service. Here are some
questions to help you determine what type
of service will best fit your company’s
needs. Will a high volume of faxes be
received? What security level will be
needed? Do you need the capability of
electronic signature for your faxes?
Should your fax number be toll-free?

eFax offers less volume of fax transmission, slightly slower transmission times,
but better fax tools. It builds faxing into
your printing options thereby allowing
most documents to simply be sent from
the program in which they were created.
eFax also offers the ability to send large
video and high-resolution graphic files
that would normally be too large for email and it has digital signature capabilities. However, at around $15 per month
for 150 incoming and 150 outgoing fax
pages, eFax is one of the higher priced
solutions on the market.

MetroFax provides reasonable transmission times and 1,000 pages incoming/
outgoing combined, at slightly over $10
monthly. Whether you are getting rid of
that old fax machine or simply changing
fax services, MetroFax’s porting process
offers you the opportunity to keep your
old fax number.
Unlike eFax, MetoFax is
not built into your printing options but it does
offer drivers that you
may add to your print
options. There is also
a plug-in for Microsoft Outlook. MetroFax’s overall interface is known for its user
friendly capabilities offering up to 10 additional email addresses on your account, for a minimal fee,
each with the ability to

fax to 250 recipients simultaneously from your e-mail address.
Setting an individual log-in and
password for each user
adds additional security
measures to your account.

Fax87 is another offering
in the top choices for fax
services. You can take advantage of their
15-day free trial service. Fax87 offers
three different monthly plans to meet your
needs. The mid-range plan is just under
$10 monthly and provides slightly faster
transmission times as well as a high volume of transmissions.
In addition, you can port most old fax
numbers with Fax87, however this feature
is somewhat cost prohibitive, takes weeks
to put into effect and does not always
work. It’s easier to allow Fax87 to provide you with a new fax number. Fax87 is
also known for its overall user-friendly
interface which has the look of an e-mail
account and you can add a toll free number for a minimal fee.

What about HIPAA? No fax service
truly has the ability to legally meet
HIPAA compliance since they do not
govern where transmissions are sent or
received or what information is included
within the fax. Most companies offer factors that relate to HIPAA compliance
however and you should review each
company’s HIPAA compliance information to determine if their services fit
your organization’s needs.

The world of faxing has come a long
way since those old machines with the
high-pitched tone sounds. No more
babysitting your transmissions to make
sure each page actually transmitted
properly. Internet faxing is a welcome
improvement that has made faxing much
easier, more cost efficient, and ecologically friendly. To implement a new fax solution for your business, give us a call.
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“We Make All of Your Computer Problems Go
Away Without the Cost of a Full-Time I.T. Staff!”
Ask about our fixed price service agreements
— Computer support at a flat monthly fee you can budget for, just like payroll!

Inquiring Minds...
Complicated Adwords: Learn It! Google Adwords is based
on an elegant and simple marketing idea: Your ad appears when
people search for your product or service. They click; you pay
Google; then you try to win their business on your Web page. But
today every possible shade and angle on that simple formula is
incorporated into Google. Small business owners who venture for
the first time into Google, will soon find they need to understand
not just keywords, matching, analytics and tracking, but also
know something about Web pages.

read this great little snippet online about this woman who decided it was too time consuming to call technical support and
wait for them to come, just to move her computer to her new
office. Unfortunately, 1.5 hours later, she realized that her
world was crashing down. While she was able to move the
computer over to the new office and crawl around under the
desk tirelessly plugging everything in, when she finally sat
relieved in her desk chair —turning on the computer became
her biggest trial.

There is really no short cut. Either you learn how Google works

After another hour of testing all of her equipment one by

or you must hire a consultant and then learn how Google works.
If you go the consultant route, you'll quickly find that experts
come in many flavors and pricing. With a little research you will
find some company whose talents and pricing matches your
needs, but here are some things to remember.

one in a different outlet. She called tech support and demanded
they fix her faulty computer. “These machines should be portable, right?” She was so angry. Fortunately, it only took about
three minutes to solve the mystery.

The moral of the story…

1. You still have to know something about Adwords. There are

Don’t hesitate to call! We have
been in the technology game for
quite some time. We will walk
you through even the most
basic steps to resolve any
technical issue that may
arise regardless of its
cause. W e’re here to help!

many books and papers available online that can give you an
overview. Even if you don't have the time to manage the program
on a day-to-day basis, you MUST know basic terms.

2. Your expert might know Adwords, but he or she doesn’t
know your business. You MUST stay involved with the campaign building process. You will still have to consider and research keywords and advertising.

3. Be prepared to hang in there and
review results. It takes a little while to
see how your campaign is going. Stay in
the process for at least six months and
work with your chosen expert to ensure
your marketing dollars are well spent.

Just Call for Tech Support. I recently
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Mom’s Traditions
My mother always cooked me a wonderful Sunday breakfast. No matter what was
going on in our household, I could always count on top notch flap jacks, fried eggs,
sausage or bacon and fruit on the table by 9am like clockwork! This tradition yielded
wonderful growth in our relationship. She was not only reliable, but open and honest
with me when I asked her even the silliest of questions.
Ever wish you could count on your computers like that? We know
what it’s like when technology disappoints you with viruses, invasions,
or even equipment failures. The bottom line is, your business suffers!
We guarantee we will treat your business like it’s our baby. We will be there for you
every day, work with you openly and honestly to resolve all your technology woes,
and keep your business running at 100%.
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